
Professional Development for Reading, Grade 2, Teaching Phonics: Strategies for Intervention
Grades 3-6, Hsp, Harcourt School Publishers, Houghton Mifflin School, 2003, 0153383593,
9780153383595, 56 pages. . 

Guided Comprehension A Teaching Model for Grades 3-8, Maureen McLaughlin, Mary Beth Allen,
2002, Education, 276 pages. This foundational resource has everything you need to make the
guided comprehension model work with your students.

College Reading 1 , Cheryl Benz, Dec 22, 2004, , 232 pages. The Reading strand focuses on the
development of the reading skills students need to be successful in college. Authentic academic
readings and carefully selected topics help ....

Teaching Phonics Staff Development Book, Harcourt Brace & Co, Oct 1, 1997, Education, 216
pages. .

Teaching Phonics with Finger Puppets: Games for Language Development , Shirley H. Linn, 1972,
Education, 42 pages. .

Phonemic Awareness and Phonics Toolkit , Mark Pennington, Mar 15, 2009, Education, 121 pages.
Phonemic Awareness and Phonics Toolkit provides five phonemic awareness and two phonics
diagnostic assessments (whole-class, multiple choice) with recording matrix, and all the ....

Phonics that Work! New Strategies for the Reading/writing Classroom, Janiel M. Wagstaff, 1994,
Juvenile Nonfiction, 106 pages. Uses personal classroom experiences to present strategies for
teaching phonics in a holistic reading and writing program.

Reading Professional Development Participant Guide Teaching Phonics Grade 1 Harcourt School
Publishers Reading Professional Development, Hsp, Harcourt School Publishers, Dec 1, 2002, , 50
pages. .

Mysterious Celtic Mythology in American Folklore , Bob Curran, Aug 20, 2010, Body, Mind & Spirit,
296 pages. Many American legends have Celtic origins. Each chapter in this fascinating book
presents a Celtic myth and a similar American one. Celtic immigrants brought these legends to ....

The Advanced reader , , 1866, Foreign Language Study, 400 pages. .
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Victory Productions worked with John Conner, a leading voice of language instruction in the United



States, to develop an iPad version of his successful Spanish language program. The iBooks
Textbooks version of three levels (beginner, intermediate, and advanced) combine dynamic audio,
video, and interactive exercises.

Norwood House noticed an opportunity to integrate science into the ELA curriculum by providing
science readers to support FOSS Science Kits, the leading inquiry-based science program in the
United States. Victory&rsquo;s team for science consulted with NSTA while writing, illustrating, and
designing 30 leveled readers that align to the Common Core. Each book starts with a puzzle that
kids solve as they think about the information presented in a measured, well-planned sequence.

Gale Cengage asked Victory to compile data about the Deepwater Horizon oil spill and present them
in a variety of media through one Flash-based learning object. Our solution combines graphs of
signal indicators, such as the total of shoreline that was despoiled, and a timeline of events related
to the spill. The product incorporates video, slideshows, photos, and links to a variety of sources of
news media outlets. Student and class activities focus on data analysis, critical thinking, and writing
skills.

Victory&rsquo;s Spanish-speaking assessment team has developed high stakes tests for Puerto
Rico&rsquo;s elementary and secondary students since 2010. Each year&rsquo;s item bank is
correlated to more than 1,400 content standards for seven grades in math, science, ESL, and
Spanish. Engaged in every stage of production, Victory creates items, original passages, and
artwork. The assessment team conducts item-writer workshops, content and bias committees, and
data review meetings.

The Virginia Department of Education needed course materials developed to support schools in
teaching to a new high school requirement. Victory came to their aid, developing a yearlong course
and deploying it online through their statewide LMS. When Apple revealed iBooks Textbooks,
Victory leapt to convert the course for use on the iPad, taking full advantage of the format&rsquo;s
interactive capabilities. The resulting pair of iBooks textbooks were the first available on economics
and personal finance in the iTunes store.
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